Cloud for Legal
Empowering law departments to work more effectively, efficiently and strategically
2022

In-house law departments are busier than
ever before, with many taking on increased
work, while at the same time facing pressure
to control costs.
Leading organizations are implementing and deploying
modern processes and solutions that enable legal
professionals to work more strategically, add more value to
the organization, and improve experiences for all
stakeholders - today and into the future.

Challenges
In-house law departments are
busier than ever before, with many
taking on increased work, while at
the same time facing pressure to
control costs. Existing technology
solutions are often underutilized
and still rely on highly skilled legal
staff executing manual and
outdated processes.

Ideal Solution
To help law departments transform
into a modern and more digital law
practice, Cloud for Legal, combines
PwC’s legal industry capabilities,
services, and technology with
Microsoft’s state-of-the-art cloud
solutions.

Desired Outcomes
We help your company’s law
department work more effectively,
efficiently and strategically by
helping to make sure your legal
function has the appropriate
systems and processes in place
for your specific needs and goals.

Cloud for Legal
Combining PwC’s legal industry capabilities, services, and
technology experience with Microsoft’s state-of-the-art cloud
solutions to help law departments transform into a modern
and more digital law practice

1

FREE UP HIGHLY
SKILLED RESOURCES
Automate repetitive, high-volume
tasks and workflows with flexible
solutions that work with and across
existing legal applications

2

IDENTIFY & ANALYZE
NEW INSIGHTS
Uncover, analyze, and act on
insights hidden within
documents and disconnected
systems

3

IMPROVE EXISTING
TECH INVESTMENTS
Extract increased value out of
your law department by
improving processes and
technologies

PwC’s legal industry capabilities, services, and technology experience with
Microsoft’s state-of-the-art cloud solutions.

With Cloud for Legal you get a trusted advisor with experience to work with you side-byside to analyze and assess your department’s business and tech needs. We then
recommend the most appropriate legal technology solutions for your business, connect and
configure systems, and deploy innovative legal technologies, including a legal data lake,
intelligent automation, and AI-powered legal solutions, all of which are built on Microsoft’s
platform, to help you extract even more value from your existing technology investments
and your law department’s operations.
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Legal Data Lake
& Analytics

Identify, extract, and
understand legal terminology
within documents, systems,
and requests from business
and 3rd party stakeholders

Combine, normalize, enhance,
and analyze structured and
unstructured data from
disparate systems; drive
decisions from data insights

Legal Automation
Augment and eliminate manual
legal tasks with configurable
workflows, integrations, and
user and application-friendly
interfaces

Transform your law department with
PwC Cloud for Legal
Learn more: https://www.pwc.com/us/cloudforlegal
Ask a question via email: joseph.j.dilandro@pwc.com
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